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The indexof ellipticoperators:IV
By M. F. ATIYAH and I. M. SINGER*
Introduction

for families of elliptic operIn this paper we develop an index-theory
ators. For a singleellipticoperatorP on a compactmanifoldthe indexis an
integerdefinedby
index P = dim Ker P

-

dim Coker P

and, in the earlier papers of this series [5], [6], we obtained an explicit
formulaforindexP in purelytopologicalterms. This formulainvolvedthe
symbolof P and was expressedin termsof K-theory[5] or in termsof cohomology [6]. For a family P of ellipticoperatorsPy, parametrizedby the
pointsy of a compact space Y, we can definea more general indexwhich
is notan integerbut is an elementofK (Y). Roughlyspeakingthis is defined
as the difference
index P = Ker P

-

Coker P .

Here Ker P stands for the familyof vector spaces Ker P, and similarlyfor
of y e Y) Ker P is a vector
CokerP. If dim Ker P, is constant(independent
as an
bundle. The same holds forCokerP, and indexP is then well-defined
groupgeneratedby vectorbundlesover Y.
elementofK( Y), theGrothendieck
has to be modifiedslightly
In general,whendimKer PY varies, this definition
(see [1; Appendix]or [2] and also ? 2).
The problemwhich we pose and solve in this paper is that of givinga
topologicaldescriptionof this indexof a familyof ellipticoperators. Both
the formulationand the prooffollowcloselythe lines of [5]. In fact, as explainedin [5], the proofpresentedtherewas of such a typethat it lentitself
naturallyto the sort of generalizationwe are consideringnow. To explain
the situationin more detail we shall begin thereforeby recallingbrieflythe
main resultsof [5].
For an ellipticpseudo-differential
operatorP on the compactmanifoldX
the highest order terms or "symbol" a (P) of P definea symbol class
[a(P)] e K(TX), where TX is the tangent bundle of X and K denotes
K-theorywithcompactsupports. The indexofP is firstshownto dependonly
*
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on this symbolclass and henceto definea homomorphism
K(TX)

-

Z

called the analyticalindex. On the otherhand we gave a purelyK-theoretical
K(TX) -. Z which was called the
constructionof anotherhomomorphism
of
topologicalindex. The main theorem [5] asserted that these two indices
of the topologicalindexgoes as follows.
were in fact equal. The construction
V where V is some euclideanspace
We choosea smoothembeddingi: X
of X in V. Then N is a real
and we let N be an open tubular neighborhood
withw*(N0R C)-the complexivectorbundleoverX and TN can be identified
w: TX X. We definea homoprojection
the
TX
by
to
up
of
lifted
N
fication
morphism

-K(TV)

it:K(TX)

to be the compositionof the Thom homomorphism
- K(TN)

9: K(TX)

togetherwiththe natural homomorphism
K(TN)

-

K (TV)

inducedby the openinclusionTN ci TV. Finally lettingj: A
inclusionof the originA in V we have also

>

V be the

K(TA) - K(TV) .
But TA =A is a point,so K (TA) = Z, and j! is the periodicityisomorphismr.
Thus we can definethe topologicalindex
i!:

K(TX)-

Z

of the choiceof the embeddingX-+ V.
as (j! )' o . It is independent
The generalizationof all this to familiesover Y is fairlyclear. What we
" fibrewise"over Y. An
have to do is to make all theprecedingconstructions
by
pointsof Y will have a
X
on
parametrized
of
P
operators
elliptic family
symbolclass [a(P)] e K(Yx TX). The indexof P in K(Y) will dependonly
on the symbolclass and hencewe will obtaina homomorphism
K(Y x TX) -> K(Y)
whichis the analytical index (forfamiliesover Y). On the topologicalside
N
V we simply take the Cartesian product with
given an embedding X
Y throughoutand obtaina homomorphism
-

i:

-

K(Yx

TX) --K(Yx

and the periodicityisomorphism

TV)
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j!

K(Y)

-K(Yx

TV).

Combiningthese we definethe topological index as (j! )-' i and our main
theoremwill again assertthat the topologicaland analyticalindicescoincide.
So far we have had in minda familyof operatorsP, on a fixedmanifold
X. In fact it is morenatural to allow the manifoldX to vary withy also, so
that P, is an operatoron a manifoldX,. Of course we mustassume suitable
regularityof the familyof manifoldsX,: theyshouldforma fibrebundleZ
over the parameterspace Y and the structuregroup should be the group of
of X. Moreoverthe vectorbundlesoverX whereP, acts will
diffeomorphisms
now also vary with y. Thus PY shouldbe a linear operator,Co (Xy; Ey)
C-(Xy; Fy) where Ey, Fy are smoothvectorbundlesover X, whichvary conwill be given in ? 1.
tinuouslywithy. The precisedefinitions
Having a fibrebundleZ insteadof the productY x X does notessentially
alter the precedingdiscussionconcerningthe analytical and topologicalindices. Since Z is locally a productover Y the analysis is just the same except that we must make sure that various functionspaces whichwe use are
of X. For the symbolv(P) we have to inleftinvariantby diffeomorphisms
troducethe tangentbundlealong the fibresof Z: we denoteit by TZ (since
in the fibredirectionno confusionshouldarise). The
Z is onlydifferentiable
symbolclass [a(P)] will thenbe an elementofK(TZ) and theanalyticalindex
is now a homomorphism
K(TZ)

-K(Y)

.

The details will be given in ? 2. On the topologicalside the onlydifference
is
that we have to embedZ in Y x V compatiblywith the projectionsonto Y.
It is easy to provethat such embeddingsexist, and fromthis we obtain the
topologicalindex. Details are given in ? 3.
To provethe main theorem(equalityof topologicaland analytical index)
we consider,as in [5], the diagram
K(TN)
K(TZ)

K(TS)

K(Yx

TV)

K(Y)
whereN is now a bundle(over Y) of tubular neighborhoods
along the fibre,
S is the doubleof N, and a, 8, Y are givenby the analyticalindex. To prove
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the theoremwe mustprovethat the two trianglescommuteand that Y is the
inverseof the periodicityisomorphism. This last part followsat once from
(i) the case when Y is a point,provedin [5], and
(ii) the fact that the analytical index is a homomorphism
of K(Y)modules(see the definition
in ? 2).
The commutativity8a = -/ is the excision propertyof the index and the
commutativitya = 8ap is the multiplicativeproperty. Both of these are
establishedexactlyas in [5]. We shall discuss thembrieflyin ? 3 and ? 4.
From this introduction
it shouldnowbe apparentthat thereis verylittle
to be doneto extendthe proofof [5] to the case of families. For this reason
we shall be briefand restrictourselvesto commenting
on the newpointsthat
arise. These are mainlytechnicaland of a fairlyroutinekind. A couple of
lengthytechnicalargumentsare relegatedto an appendix.
In the finalsectionof the paper we give a cohomologicalformforthe index of ellipticfamiliesand we also discuss the relationof the equivariantindex theoremof [5] withthe indextheoremof this paper.
In paper V of this serieswe shall extendthe indextheoremto real operators and the indexof real familieswill thenhave an interestingapplication
to the mod2 indexof skew adjoint real ellipticoperators(see [7]).
In conclusionwe shouldpointout that a somewhatweakerversionof the
index theoremfor familieswas announcedby W. Shih in [11]. The proof
sketchedtherewas a generalizationof the originalproofof the indextheorem
as given in [10]. The new proofin [5] generalizesin a much more straightforwardmanner.
1. Continuous families of elliptic operators

It is clear what a continuousfamily of differentialoperatorson R4
parametrizedby y e Y shouldbe: namelyElt l:k a, (x, y) a/axawhere aaj/axg
are continuousfunctionson RI x Y. In this sectionwe extend this notion.
First, we replace RI by a manifoldX. Then we replace X x Y by a fibre
bundleover Y. We replacedifferential
operatorsby pseudo-differential
operators (and theirclosurein a suitabletopologywhichwe need fortensorproducts).
Let X be a Co compact manifoldand let Diff(X) denotethe group of
of X endowedwiththe topologyof uniformconvergencefor
diffeomorphisms
each derivative. It is well known[9] that Diff(X) is a topologicalgroup,and
(Diff X) x X

--

X is continuous.
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Definition(1.1). Let Y be a Hausdorffspace. ThenZ is a manifoldover
Y if Z is a fibrebundleover Y withfibreX and structuregroup Diff(X). In
particular,if T Z
Zo Y is the projection,thereexists a covering ft of Y and

Un VxUx u nvx xis
97u:w-'(U) ---U x X, Ue- '1 so that 9 o q':
given by (y, x) H (y, fu,v(y) (x)) with y
8fu,v(y) a continuous map from

u n V-

Diff(X).

Next, we want to explain what we mean by a vector bundle over Z
whichis Co along the fibres. Let E be a Co vector bundleover X and let
Diff(X, E) denote the group of diffeomorphisms
of E whichmap fibresto
fibreslinearly. Note the homomorphism
h: Diff(X,E) >Diff(X) with kernel
Aut(E). If $ C Diff(X,E), then$ = ac h(D), uniquely,whereac: h($D)*E -'>E.
We say PDis a lift of h($) to E by a,,,. Using this decomposition,it is
choosea connection
easy to makeDiff(X,E) a topologicalgroup. Specifically,
c on E so that Ex1 can be identifiedwith Ex2 if x2 is close to xI by parallel
translationof Ex1to EX2along the uniquegeodesicfromxI to x2. Let C denote
of I e Diff(X,E) is givenby those 0
this isomorphism.Then a neighborhood
in
of I e Diff(X) and a,, o C is in a neighwhereh (P) is a small neighborhood
borhoodof I e Aut(E) (in the Co-topology).
Definition(1.2). Let Z be a manifoldover Y, and let E be a vectorbundle
)y
over Z withprojectionp. Then E is a smoothvectorbundleoverZ if E
is a fibrebundle over Y withfibreE (a Ca vectorbundleover X) and with
group Diff(X,E).
Remarks. 1. The bundle Z over Y is associated to the bundle E over
Y by the homomorphismh: Diff(X, E)

Diff(X).

2. Thereare other(equivalent)ways of definingsmoothvector bundles
over Z. In particular a map f: Z G (a grassmannian)definesa smooth
vectorbundleover Z providedall fibrederivativesoff are continuous.
Associatedto the above fibrebundles are bundles of pseudo-differential
operators which we now discuss. Let 9m(X; E, F) denote the space of
mth-order
pseudo-differential
operatorson X from C (X; E) to C (X; F)
introducedin [5, ? 5]. This space is a Frechet space given by the following
of pseudo-norms.(We do the case forE = F= 1 and leave the slightgeneralizationto the reader.) For each coordinateneighborhoodU with coordinates
-

xl,

,

xa and each Co functionf with support in U, let
I1P

where pf(x, d)

-

lU,f,c.,,8

supxeu aEr I

ei<x1 t>P(ei(x-11f).

f(X1

)
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As in [5, ? 5] let Pm(X;E, F) denotethe completionof Cm(X; E, F) relative to the familyof pseudo-normsIIP II, (the normsof the boundedoperators P8: HJ(X,E) H8_m(X,
F) inducedby P on the Sobolev spaces). The
usual estimateshowingthat P. is boundedimpliesthat the injection9m )m
is continuous.
Suppose now E and F are two smoothvectorbundles over Z. We wish
to construct new fibrebundles 9m (Z; E, F) over Y with fibre Cm(X; E, F)
(and 9m(Z; E, F) over Y withfibreCm(X; E, F)). First, let H be the closed
subgroupof Diff(X, F) x Diff(X, E) consistingof [(T, 0J),h (T) = h (J)].
Note that H operateson 9m(X; E, F) by P T-PP J (the operatorT-PP 0
still lies in 9m(X; E, F) because the class of pseudo-differential
operatorsis
invariantunderdiffeomorphisms).
Since JD(and T) induceboundedoperators
on all HJ(E) (and HJ(F)), the actionof H on gmextendsto 9m. To construct
the desiredbundleswe now needthe followingresultwhoseproofwe give in
the appendix.
-

PROPOSITION (1.3).

The maps H x

9m

9m

and H x 9m

9m

are con-

tinuous.
Let B-, B-, and B denotethe principalbundlesover Y associated to E,
Z. Since h: Diff(X,E) Diff(X) inducesa map BE-* B and similarly
and
F,
BF B, we can, over the diagonal of Y x Y, reducethe group Diff(X, F) x
Diff(X, E) of BF x BE to H and get a new principalbundleB(H) over Y with
group H. Now 9m(Z; E, F) and 9m(Z; E, F) are the fibrebundlesassociated
to B(H) via Proposition(1.3).
We also have the Hilbert space bundles HS(Z, E) over Y with fibre
HS(X, E) and group Diff(X,E), forthemap Diff(X, E) x HS(X, E)) HS(X, E)
is continuous. Similarly, we have the fibre bundle C-(Z, E) with fibre
C-(X, E) and group Diff(X,E). The bundle C- (Z, E) is naturallyinjected
intoHS(Z, E).
operatorsparametrizedby
Definition(1.4). A familyofpseudo-differential
Y is a continuoussectionP of 9m(Z; E, F). WhenP, is ellipticforeach y e Y,
thenthe familyP is an ellipticfamily.
Note that a continuoussectionof 9m (Z; E, F) gives a family,because
the map pm fm is continuous.Note also thatwhenZ = Xx Y, E = Ex Y,
and F = F x Y, then a family is simply a continuous map of Y into
9'm(X;E, F). In this case, we shall call the familya productfamily. In a
of each point,a familyrestrictsto a product
small neighborhood
sufficiently
family.
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We now pass to the symbolof a family. In [5, ? 5] we had the surjective
map a: 9m(X; E, F)
Symbm
(X; E, F) which extendedto a continuous
map v: RM >Symbmwithdense range. Since botha and a are equivariant
underthe actionof H and sinceH x Symbm >Symbm
is continuous,we can
constructa fibrebundleSymbm
(Z; E, F) over Y with fibreSymbm(X;E, F)
and group H. Clearlythe map ay: 9m (Z; E, F)
Symbm(Z;E, F) defined
fibre-wise
is continuous.
Definition(1.5). The symbola, ofa continuousfamilyP is thecontinuous
cross sectionof Symbm
(Z; F, F) given by jy o P.
Since a is not surjective,not everycontinuoussectionofSymbm(Z;E, F)
is the symbolof a continuousfamily. However,using the Stone-Weierstrass
theorem,one can prove(see the appendix)
-

-

PROPOSITION(1.6). Suppose Y is compact. The symbolsof continuous

families are dense(for thecompact-open
topology)in thespace of continuous
sectionsof Symbm(Z;F, F).
2. The index of elliptic families
In this sectionwe shall definethe indexof an ellipticfamilyas an elementof K(Y), wherethe parameterspace Y is assumedcompact. We shall
also establishits elementarypropertiesand, in particular, we will show that
the indexP dependsonlyon the symbolclass [a(P)] e K(TZ).
In [5, (6.6)] we provedthat, foran ellipticoperatorP e Qm,
any distribu=
0 is necessarilyC-. Essentiallythe same argument
tional solutionof Pu
leads to the followingslightextensionwhichwe shall require.
LEMMA (2.1). Let P e 9m be elliptic and let Pu = v with v e C-(X, F),
u e HS(X, E). Then u e C'-(X, E).
To definethe indexof a familywe shall now prove

PROPOSITION(2.2). Let P e m (Z; E, F) be elliptic. Then thereexistsa
finite number of sections (si,
5q)
of C-(Z, F) such that the map

QY:C-(Z, F) E Cq

C-(Z, F)v givenby

QY(u;

Xi

.

*,

Xq)

= Py (U) +

1XiSi(y)

is surjective. The vectorspaces Ker Qythenform a vectorbundleKer Q over
Y and the element[KerQ] -[Yx Cq e K(Y) dependsonly on P and not on
thechoiceof sectionssi.
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of y0e Y, our familyP is a product
PROOF. Locally, in a neighborhood
familyand so is givenby a continuousmap Y- > Pm(X;E, F). Passing to
the Sobolev space this induces (locally) a continuous map P8: Y ,i(Hj(X, E), H8-m(X,F)) where Y denotes the space of bounded Fredholm
operatorswiththe normtopology. Let V = Ker P*, then

T8(y): H8(X E), EDV-

> H.-m(X F)

definedby T8(y)(u& v) = P8(y)u + v is surjectivefory = y0and hence(by a
standardargumentsee [1, Appendix])also surjectivefor y near to y,. Now
Vc C- (X, F) (sincethe adjoint of P is also ellipticand in 9C) and (2.1) then
showsthat, fory near y0
T(y): Coo(XE)ED V- > Co(X, F)
locally. The global
is surjective. This provesthe firstpartof the proposition
versionnow followseasily by extendingthe local sectionsof C-(Z, F) and
then using a partitionof unity argument. Since Ker T(y) = Ker T?7(y)the
fact for
local trivialityof the kernelsin Co followsfromthe corresponding
the Hilbert space which is standard (see [1, Appendix]). Thus Ker Q is a
vectorbundleover Y. For the last part it is enoughto showthat adding one
furthersectionsq+, does notaltertheelementin K( Y). This is clear if Sq,+= 0
and the generalcase can be reducedto this by usingthehomotopyinvariance
of K(Y) and multiplyingSq,+by a parametert going from0 to 1.
Definition(2.3). The elementof K( Y) givenin theprecedingproposition
is called the index of theellipticfamily P. We denoteit by ind P.
Remark. If the familyP happensto have the propertythat Ker P, has
constantdimensionindependentof y, thenwe have two vectorbundles(over
to provethat (withthe definiY) Ker P and CokerP. It is thennot difficult
tionof indexP givenin (2.3))
index P = [Ker P -[Coker

P]

To do this we finda trivialbundle Y x W and a surjectivebundlehomomorphism Y x W

9

Coker P.

We use the sections of Coker P = Ker P*

Co (Z, F) givenby a basis of W to computeindexP as in Proposition2.2. We
have
index P=
-

-

[Ker P ED Ker p]-[
[Ker P] + [Ker p]
[Ker PI

-

Y x W]

{[Ker q] + [Coker P]}
[Coker PI .
-

The firstbasic propertyof the index is its homotopyinvariance. This
followsat once fromthe homotopyinvarianceof K(Y). We simplyobserve
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that a path in the space of familiesover Y is just a familyover Y x I (I the
unit interval)and use the isomorphism
K(Y x I) _ K(Y).
From the homotopyinvarianceof the indexit followsthat ind P depends
only on the symbola (P). From the densityresult(1.6) we can even define
inda forany ellipticu e Symbm
(Z; E, F): we put inda = ind v (P) for a (P)
sufficiently
close to a. This is independent
of the choiceof P because of the
homotopyinvarianceof the index. Moreoverind P will depend onlyon the
homotopyclass of v(P).
Next we need to show that the index is essentiallyindependentof the
degreeof homogeneityof the symbolas in [5, (6.3)], but firstwe must introduce metrics. By a metricon E we will mean a (positivedefinitehermitian)
metricon E whichis smoothalong the fibres. More technicallyif we form
the smoothvectorbundleHerm(R),whosefibreat anypointz C Z is the space
of hermitianformson ER,thena metricon E is a continuouspositivedefinite
sectionof C- (Y, HermE). By the usual partitionof unity argumentsuch
metricsexist and any two are homotopic. A metric'on TZ is simplycalled
a metricon Z. As in [5] we shall now fix a metricon Z and using this we
will identifyTZ withits dual T*Z (the cotangentbundlealong the fibres).
The unit spherebundleof TZ will be denotedby S(Z).
We shall now provethe analogue of [5, (6.3)].
PROPOSITION(2.4). Let ,ce Symbm
(Z; E, F) and r e Symbk(Z; E, F) be

elliptic and assunme
theycoincideon S(Z). Then ind,- ind T.
PROOF. The proofof [5, (6.3)] requiresa littlemodification
herebecause
in [5] we used the fact that a self-adjointoperatorhas index zero, a result
which does not hold for families2. However, a familyof positive-definite
operatorsclearly has zero index (the kernels being zero) and so we use
this fact instead. Now although a self-adjointsymbol always represents
some self-adjointoperator(using I (A + A*)) the same is not so clear for
positivityand, forthis reason,a littlecare is necessaryin ourproof.Suppose
now that k > m, and let a c Symbl(Z; E, E) be equal to the identityon S(Z),
o ak-m.
so that zWe propose to constructa positive-definite
family
P c 9'(Z; E, E): notethat its symbola(P) is then self-adjointand so is linearly homotopicto a. Once we have done this we pick elliptic families
Q 9"m(Z;F, F), R c 9k(Z; F, F) with symbols close to e,z respectively
' For real vector bundles we use, of course, euclidean metrics.
For a complexself-adjointfamilyA, the homotopytA+i(l-t)I shows that A has index
zero, but this does not work for real families.
2
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Since P is positive-definite
and we formthe compositionQ o pk-m.
we see
at once that ind Q o pk-rn = indQ. On the other hand a(Q o pk'r) = o(Q)o
is homotopicto , o ak-m = z. Hence ind r= ind Q =ind ji as required.
(p)k`m
It remainsthereforeto constructP. In fact it is enoughto requirethatP be
because addingthe identitywill thenmake it positivepositivesemi-definite
definiteand this does not alter the symbol(since P has order1 and the identityis of order0).
To findthe desired familyP, we use the fact that the sum of positive
operatorsis positive semi-definite.A partitionof unityargusemi-definite
menton Y localizes the problemto this: Find a productellipticfamilyP: N
->' (X; E, E) such that P(y), y e N, is positive semi-definite
relative to
the metricp(y) on X and r(y) on E. Now use a partitionof unity on X (P
for q a real Cal
impliespPp is positivesemi-definite
positivesemi-definite
functionon X) to furtherreduce the problemto a coordinateneighborhood
U on which El u - Rq, and the metric r(y) = (rij(x, y)), i, j = 1, . .*, q, y E N,
x C U. We must findP(y) = Ptj(y) ellipticC 91(U; Rq, Rq) such that if U then
(U', * Uq,-n)andueCc(U),
<P2

9

>

i, k

(P6j(y)uj) (x)

|U

rik (x,

t) Uk(x)dvp(y)> 0

is the volumeelementrelativeto the p(y) metricon X.
Here, dvp(y)
Choose P~j(y) as follows. Let
p(e) Ie (r (x, y)-')ji (dv,'8y) -

.K.,(x, e, 'y)
with (e) > 0 and Co,
Ie 12=

(e) = 0 for

[<

, j pij(x, y) ej ej. Then (Pij(y)u) (x)

thischoice

<Plad 0>

=Ej

|

|R

1/2,9(e)

-=5

1 for 1

?1

where

e>Kij (x, e, y) u' (e) de. With

ei< amp>9
($) [$:U[j($)ij (x) dedx

l

> j=(e)I
<PRil,(e)

de> .

I

Clearly (Pij) (y) is ellipticforits symbolon the unitsphereat x is
r(xy)

dvp

dx

Also (Pij) (y) is a familybecause K(x, e, y) and derivativesin x and e vary
continuouslywithy. This completesthe proofof the proposition.
Remark. An alternativeway of constructingP is to take the positive
square rootof a laplacian for E. However we then need to knowthat our
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spaces of operators9Pare closed under extractionof roots and our explicit
construction
forP was designedto by-passthis question.
If PC 9)m
(Z; E, F) then the triple {E, F, a(P)} definesan element of
K(B(Z), S(Z)) = K(TZ) where B(Z) is the unit ball bundle of Z. Just as
in [5] everyelementof K(TZ) arises fromsome symbol(forthis we need to
knowthat everyvectorbundleover Z has a smoothstructure:provedby the
usual approximation
arguments). We have nowestablishedall thebasic propertiesof the indexwhich,just as in [5], show that
PROPOSITION(2.5). a

-

ind a induces a homomorphism

a-ind: K(TZ)
3.

-K(Y).

The topological index

We shall now proceedto definethetopologicalindex as a homomorphism
K(TZ)-)K(Y).
For this we must firstembedZ in Yx V forsomeeuclidean
space V.
Fix firsta numberof smoothfunctionsft, *,
on X which definea
smoothembeddingf: X-? Rk. Next let {Uj} be an open coveringof Y so
that Z is a productover each Up,and shrinkthis coveringto get a slightly
smalleropen covering UM}with UC,c Uj. Using the productstructureof Z
over Uj we can extendft, ..., fkto give functionsfj6, **,fj over Z I U.
Now multiplyby a continuousfunctionon Uj whichis equal to 1 on U;. and
has compactsupport. The resulting functionsthen extend to give smooth
functionsg1j,..., gkj on all of Z. The set gij of all these functions(varying
i and j) gives a map g: Z V = Rm(where m = kl, 1 being the numberof
of open sets Uj). The restrictionof g to any fibreXv is a smoothembedding.
Hence Z-+ Y x V given by z ~-> (w(z),g(z)) is our requiredembedding.
The normalbundlesN, of X, in V clearlyforma vector bundle over Z
which is smoothin the sense of Remark2 of ? 1 and hence in the sense of
Definition(1.2). A euclidean metricon V induces a metricon N and it is
not difficult
to show that the structuregroup of the bundle N ).Y can be
reduced to the subgroup of Diff(X, NJ) which preservesthe metricon No
(o denotesa pointof Y). This shows that the unit spherebundleS(N) and
its suspensionS (N 0 1) are bothmanifoldsover Y in the sense of Definition
(1.1).
The topologicalindexis nowconstructedfromthe embeddingi: Z-+ Y x V
as explained in the Introduction. It is given by t-ind= o i! where
i,: K(TZ)
K(Y x TV) is the composition
.
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K(TZ)

-P

-

K(TN)

-

K(Y

x TV)

and j!: K( Y) K( Y x TV) is the periodicityisomorphism.The fact that
t-indis independentof the choiceof embeddingi is proved just as in [5]: it
q. Our
dependson the multiplicativepropertyof the Thom homomorphism
aim now is to establish
THEOREM(3.1). The analytical and topologicalindicescoincideas homoK (Y).
morphism K(TZ)

As explained in the Introductionthe proof of the theoremdepends on
for the analytical index. The exestablishingexcisionand multiplicativity
Y.
cision propertycan be stated quite generally as follows. Let Z
Y be 2 manifoldsover Y (withcompactfibresX, X' respectively)and
Z-

let UcZ,

U'cZ'

be two open sets with a smooth equivalence U

-

> U'

(compatiblewiththe maps to Y). IdentifyingU' with U we thenhave two

homomorphismsK(TU)

K(Y),

-

definedby

K(TZ)
K(Y) .

K(TU)
K(TZ')

The excisionpropertyasserts that this diagramis commutative. The proof
goes much as in [5, ? 8]. We firstrepresentan element of K(TU) by a
symbol a of order zero equal to the identityoutside a compact set L of
U. We then finda familyof operatorshaving symbola and equal to the
identityoutsideL. We extend thisby the identityto the whole of Z or Z'.
To computethe indicesof these two families(P, P' say) we must firstchoose
sq as in (2.2). Since our operators are the identityoutside
sections s1,
ci
L U we can assume that our sectionssi have their supportsinside U (see
the constructionof the si in the proofof (2.2)). It is then clear that the bundles Ker Q, Ker Q' (notationof (2.2) withQ' forthe case Z') coincideand similarly forthe cokernels. Thus indP = indP'.
To completethe proofof Theorem(3.2) we needto investigatethe multiplicative propertiesof the index of families. This will be done in the next
section.
4.

Multiplicativityof the index

In [5, ? 4] we gave a rathergeneral multiplicativepropertyforthe index
(Axioms(B3),(B3'),(B3")). For theproofof Theorem(3.1) we needtheanalogue
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of Axiom (B 3') forfamilies,with G = 1, F = SI, H 0
0(n) and b the fundamentalsymbolas in Axiom(B 2). The proofis essentiallythe same as that
given in [5, ? 9]. We proceedto explain the details. We beginwitha smooth
vectorbundleN over Z as in ? 1. For (3.1) this is the normalbundle of an
embeddingas explained in ? 3. We then formthe manifoldS = S (N 1)
over Y whose fibreat y is the sphere bundle of Ny D 1 (obtainedby compactifyingNy witha sectionat oA). To completethe proofof Theorem(3.1)
we have to show that the followingdiagramcommutes

a-ind\

/a-ind

K(Y)
S as in ? 3 (i! is the compositionof the
where i! is constructedfromi: Z
Thom homomorphism
K( TZ)
K( TN) and the natural extensionK( TN)
K(TS)). Now let
be Ko(,)(TS7)
be the equivariant symbolclass given by b = j! (1) where j : Pu SI is the
embeddingof the originin Sn. As provedin [5] we have
a-ind(b) = 1 e R(O (n)) .
This is the normalizationaxiom (B2). Moreover,as explainedin [5], forany
Sn-bundleI overX (withgroup 0(n)), the homorphismK(TX) '! , K(TZ)
is given (locally over X) by multiplicationwith b. The same constructior
worksforfamiliesso that K(TZ) t K(TS) can be constructed(locally) by
withb. In [5, ? 9] we carefullychose representativeoperators
multiplication
forthis symbolicconstructionand were then able to verifythat the analytical index was compatiblewithit. The onlyadditionalcomplicationin carryingout the same argumentforfamiliesover Y is that, in orderto define
the indexof a familyof operatorswe mustadd some sectionsas in (2.2). To
minimizethese complicationsit is convenientfirstto prove the following
simplelemma.
LEMMA(4.1). The elementb E KO(n)(TS")can be representedby an oper-

ator B commutingwith 0(n) and such that
KerB* = O,

KerB=

1

(where1 denotesthetrivial 1-dimensionalrepresentationof 0(n)).
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PROOF. Since indb = 1 C R(O(n)) thereexists an operatorC with
[Ker CI

-

[Ker C*]

1 e R(O(n)) .

This means thereexists a surjection
P: Ker C

KerC*

compatiblewith 0(n)-action and having 1 as kernel. Extend P to be zero
on (Ker C)' and then put B = C + P. Clearly P is of order

-

co.

Remark. If B: Co (S,, GI) C-(Sl, G') thena generatoru ofKer B will
assign to any Sn-bundle2 over X (with group 0(n)) a section U of Go(the
vectorbundleover 2 inducedby GI).
If we use this operatorB in' [5, ? 9] then Ker B* = 0 and so Ker D =
Ker P., Ker D* = Ker P,. Suppose nowwe modifythe operatorA: C-(X, El)
> Co (X, El) by adding a finite-dimensional
map T: V
Co (X, El) to
kill the cokernel. Simultaneouslywe modifythe operator
-

-

DA

D B

-B*

A*

by addingto the top-leftentrya finite-dimensional
map T derivedfromT as
follows. For any v e V, Tv is a section of El over X. Liftingthis to the
total space (the Y of [5, ? 9]) we get a section(Tv)- of E1. We put
Tv = (Tv)- & it

wherei is the sectionof GOdescribedin the remarkafter (4.1). It is then
easy to checkthat the modifiedD (writtensimplyas D + T) has zero cokernel. Moreover,Lemma (2.1) impliesthat D + T has the necessaryregularity
properties. Since BT = 0 we find,as in [5, ? 9], that (D + T) * (D + T) is
diagonal and hence the methodof calculating indexD given there can also
be used forD + T, and yields
(1)

Ker(D + T) = Ker(A + T) .

Since the cokernelshave been killedand, since adding T or T does not affect
the index, (1) implies
(2)

indexD = indexA .

In this formthe argumentextendsimmediatelyto families,(1) is nowan
of vectorbundlesover the parameterspace and (2) is an equaisomorphism
tion in K of the parameter space. This completesthe proofof Theorem
(3.1).
3The notationof [5, ? 9] is too lengthyto be reproducedhere.We recommendthe reader
to have [51 at hand in reading what follows.
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Further comments

In [6] we expressed the topologicalindex of an ellipticoperatorin cohomologicalterms. This was obtainedby applyingthe Chern characterto
the K-theoryconstructionof the index. In preciselythe same way we can
treat the index of a family. The onlydifferences
are
(i) we use "integrationalong the fibre"
> H* (Y)
r*: H * (TZ)
to generalize evaluation on the fundamentalcycle of TZ (H* denotes cohomologywithcompactsupports),
(ii) we computech o inde H* (Y; Q) and not the index itself: thus we
lose torsion. The result is the following
THEOREM(5.1). Let P be a family of elliptic operatorsparametrizedby
Y and let u C K(TZ) be thesymbolclass of P. Then we have
ch (index P) = (- 1)"

* {ch u * A(Z)}

where5(Z) is the Todd class of the complexification
of TZ (thetangentbunble along thefibresof Z-o Y), n = dimX is the dimensionof the fibreand
H* (Y) is integrationalong thefibre.
7*: H*(TZ)
Note. Integrationalong the fibrein a fibrebundleis an operationwhich
decreases dimensionof cohomologyby the dimensionof the fibre. It can be
definedin manyways, one of whichis just the cohomologicalcounterpartof
our constructionof the topologicalindex: this is the convenientdefinition
to use in proving(5.1). The terminologyrefersto anotherdefinition
applicable when all spaces are smoothmanifolds: we representa cohomologyclass
formand thenintegrateoverthe fibresto obtaina differential
by a differential
formon the base. An orientationon the fibreis necessary for this interpretationand in our case we orientthe fibresTX as in [6, (2.11)].
In [5] we gave an equivariantindextheoreminvolvinga compactgroup
G. This is related to the index theoremfor familiesin the followingway.
Let P be an ellipticoperatoron the compact G-manifold
X whichcommutes
withthe actionof G, so that indexP GR(G) as in [5]. Then,forany fibration
$ over a space Y withfibreX and group G, P definesa familyd(P) of elliptic
operators parametrizedby Y. The family d (P) has kernel and cokernel
of constantdimensionand these are in fact the vector bundles over Y associated to d by the representationsof G on Ker P, CokerP. Hence
index e (P) = i* (index P)
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where i*:

R (G)

K(Y)

is the homomorphism induced by

d.

The index

theorem(3.1), forfamiliescomingin this way fromcompactgroups, is then
a consequenceof the index theoremof [5]. Of course, there are familiesof
operatorsnot arising in this way and for these we need (3.1). Particularly
interestingcases of (3.1) are obtainedby takingthe various operatorsstudied in [6]. For example if dimX = 4 k and is orientedthen, choosinga
metricalong the fibresof Z
Y we obtainthe familyof "signature operators", generalizingthe signatureoperatorof [6, ? 6]. The index Sign(Z) of
this familyis the element [H+] - [H-] C K(Y) whereH+ are the subspaces
of H2k (Xv; R) definedas in [6, ? 6] by the metricand the cup-product. This
elementcan be expressedin termsofthe fundamentalgroup r1(Y) as follows.
The representationof r1(Y) on H2k (X; R) gives a homomorphism
-

a : w1(Y) -G
whereG is the orthogonalgroup of the quadratic formon H2k(X; R) (given
by (a, fi)F-*a/4[X]). In general G is non-compactand its maximal compact
a induces a map
subgroup L is a productO(p) x O(q). The homomorphism
B0 - BL (- denotes homotopy equivalence). The two vector bundles
f: Y
on BL associated to the representations
of 0(p), O(q) on Cp, Cq can therefore
be pulled back to give bundleson Y. These are just He and so [H+] - [H-1
is the pull-backof a universalclass in K(BL) = K(BG) whichwe will simply
denoteby Sign. Thus Sign Z = f *(Sign).
then the above argumentshows that Sign (Z)
If Y is simply-connected
is trivial(that is Sign(Z) = (Sign(X) *1 e K(Y)). For examples with r,(Y)
and Sign(Z) non-trivial,togetherwitha fullerdiscussionof the signatureof
fibre-bundles
see [3].
As we have remarked,Theorem (3.1) can be deduced, in certain cases,
fromthe indextheoremof [5]. The converseis also true. Givena G-invariant
X we constructedfamiliesi (P) for each fiboperatorP on the G-manifold
Y withfibreX and group G and observed that indexe (P) =
rationd: Z
d*indexP. LettingY runoverall compactsubsetsofthe classifyingspace BG
we see that a knowledgeof all d (P) determinesa (indexP) where
-

-

a: R(G)

, K(BG)

assigns to each representationof G the associated vector bundle over BG.
Now it is proved in [4] that, for any compact Lie group G, K(BG) - R(G)9
the completionof R(G) for the I(G)-adic topology(where I(G) is the augmentationideal). Thus Theorem(3.1) determinestheimage of indexP under
the completionR(G) -. R(G). For manygroups, includingconnectedgroups
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and finitep-groups,completionis infective(that is, nl, I(G)" = 0) and the
equivariantindextheoremthen followsfrom(3.1). However, fora general
finitegroup this is not true, so that (3.1) does not include the equivariant
case.
It would of course be possibleto combinethe equivariant case and that
of familiesand to introduceequivariant families. We leave this to the
reader.
APPENDIX

We give here the proofsof Propositions(1.3) and (1.6). We begin by recalling the statementof (1.3).
PROPOSITION(1.3). The maps A: H x 9Im(X;E, F)
E, F) are continuous.
..(X; E, F) -)m(X;
B: H x 9m

CPm(X; E, F) and

We shall treat the case of P in detail. The case of 9Pis quite
similar(see the commentsat the end of the proof). It sufficesto show that
(a) the map P -Hto-' P Dois continuousforeach (T0, (O) C H;
P
is continuousat the identity(I, I) in Id
(b) the map (P, $D)F P-' Po
foreach fixedPOCe m;
(c) the map A is continuousat ((I, I), 0).
PROOF.

For, granted (a), (b), (c) then firstA is continuousif it is continuousat
(I, I) x CPm:The map ((P, $), P) H- T-1 P $ equals
((e,

A), P)

At

I-k

lD),
((Nt-l' P, so

to-

P (O)
so) I

A"

(to-

P<

(to-l Pso)

($'

and A' is continuousbecause of (a) and the fact that H is a topologicalgroup
(onlycontinuityof leftmultiplicationis used).
Next P-' P $ - Po = (P-1(P - PO)$) + (P-' P0 - Po). The firstterm
on the rightis smallbecause of (c) and the secondtermbecause of (b). Hence
A is continuous.
Now both (a) and (c) are true for the following reason. Each $ e
Diff(X, E) inducesa boundedoperatoron HS(X, E) and its normI D II,,can be
estimatedby a finitenumberof derivativesof $, i.e., there exists a neighD = K < o. Hence
borhoodN of I in Diff(X, E) such that sup.,,N
, II I$
(a) : jj'I-'(P-P0) (OD 18_r
<-' 1P'I s(o
I1H0
I Is HP-P0 I18 and
=K < oo and
in H such that sup.,,,, II$
(c): Choose N1 x N2H

H -1 IIH-i = L <
supwON2

00.

PP(D$, < KLHPH .
Then 11H-1
We now prove(b). We mustshowthat foreach s, and s > 0, thereexists
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a neighborhoodN, x N2 n H in H such that II -' P0 D-P0Hs
I < s for D C N,
T e N2. We reduce the problemto the case where E and F are trivial line
bundles. Let {fi} be a finitepartitionof unitysubordinateto a coveringby
coordinateneighborhoodsUj over which E and F are trivialized. We need
only prove (b) for each fjPjfj. Choosea neighborhood
of (I, I) in H so that
(P, 5) in the neighborhoodimpliesh(T-')(supp fi))ClC (a fixedcompactset of
Uj) and h($)(suppfj)cC2 (a fixedcompactset of Uj). Thus the computation
of IT-1(fiPofj) D -fi Po fjI| involves only sectionsof E over Uj and sections of F over Uj. Hence we can assume E and F are trivialbundles.
WithE trivial,then D E Diff(X,E) implies D = h(SD)ac,wherea,, E Aut E.
Choose a neighborhood
of (I, I) such that a,, and a, are close to the identity.
Then
T-1 P0 D - a,--'h (SD)-' Po h (S) a,,
-

(xl'-

I ) (h(SD)-lPo h(SD))a. + h(S)-l P0 h(S)(a. - I) + h(S)-'P0h(S).

Since

close to the identityimplies a -I-I I, a - II _ are small,
a,,, a,
a,,b. are uniformlybounded and since we know that h(SD) are uniformly

l,

|

boundedfora neighborhoodof Ic Diff(X), we conclude: it sufficesto prove
(b'): The map Diff(X) )9Pm(X,1,1) given by H--' P0 is continuous
at the identity.
It sufficesto prove (b') forPOe CJ'mbecause
1P-' Po
P09-Po

8?

' 119-'(Po-Pi)9
11 + 11 P-' P-pi 11s + 11Pi-P
< C 11Pi-PO II.+ l19-' Pi 9-Pi 11s6

Thus if Pi e gm)rand P3 PO and (b') holdsforPi : 9g', it holds forPOE C1m.
Choose firsta neighborhood
9A ofIc Diff(X) whichis homeomorphic
to a
convex neighborhood'DRof 0 in C-(X, T(X)) via the local homeomorphism
&: C""(X, T(X)) >Diff(X) given by a riemannianmetric(see [9]). If P E 9A
and 9 = T,, let 9t = &,,, t E [0, 1].
Let gtdenotethe geodesicflow,a 1-parametergroup, acting on T(X),
hence acting on C-(X, T(X)). Let f E C-(X) and let ht = (9-'Popt) f.
-

LEMMA1. dht/dt exists aped equals 9-' [Po, Vt] cptf where Vt(x)=
9t( V(Pzt (x))-

PROOF.

ht-hto = 9po1 9top9'-I
t-to

t-t

(P'0t

f +

9t1

Po

tP-,

9t

f

t-t

Let *t = pt+t, P-', a 1-parameterfamilyof diffeomorphisms.
We need only
show that the tangent vector to the curve t
tx at x is Vto(x). But
-
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pt+to0(y)= expy(t + to) V(y) has tangent vector gtoV(y) at

t

'to0(y). Put

Y = wto, (X)@

LEMMA2. The map C-(X, T(X))

>

Cmgivenby Via-[PO, V] is continu-

ous.

This is a linear map between Frechet spaces, so it sufficesto
implies
showthe graph is closed, i. e., V, -> 0 and [P0, Vj] convergesin fYm
V, f-O
[P0, Vj]- 0. But if f GC?-(X), then Vz,f >0 in Co-(X) so that P0o
and VzPof - 0. Hence [P0, Vj] f -0 in C-(X) and in all H8. Hence
PROOF.

[P0, Vj]

>

0 in am*.

From Lemma 1,

P
t0
II(Pt-, Po

-PoIP0

< t suptl<t

Ii

Vt]

t-,'[P0,

(Pt II,, <

tC suptl<t

K

I [P0, Vt1] Ii.

Now (b') followsfromLemma 2 and the continuityof the maps DiffX x
C""(X,T(X)) -C"-(X,T(X)) and (t, V) v gt Vat (I, 0) and (0, 0) respectively.
This completesthe proofof (1.3) forthe spaces U'm.For U' the prooffollows
in the asympthe same lines except for(c) whichamountsto the uniformity
operators(see [8]).
toticexpansionforpseudo-differential
We recall next the statementof (1.6).
(1.6). Suppose Y is compact. The symbolsof continuous
PROPOSITION
dense
are
(for thecompact-opentopology)in thespace of continuous
families
sectionsof Symbm
(Z; E, F).
PROOF. Using a partitionof unityon Y we reduce to the case of a product family. A partitionof unityargumenton X thenreduces us to studying
familiesPy given by the continuousmap P: y U'm(U)where U is a domain
in Rn (and all bundlesare trivialof dimension1). Given a v : y F aU,(x, d),
whereuY(x,i) is continuouson U x (RI-{0}), positivelyhomogeneousof order
m, and compactlysupportedin U, we must exhibita familyPy such that
in y wherejIUY((x,i) jj = sup,C ,.=lIi oY(x,i) 1.
a (Pu)approximatesau uniformly
By Stone-Weierstrassa (restrictedto U x Sn-') can be approximatedby a
Co-(U x Sn-'). Let f, denote the extension of 1a to
continuous map It : Y
U x (Rn- {0}) whichis positivelyhomogeneousof order m. It is sufficient
to show that thereexists a familyP withv(P) = ft.
operThis amountsto the standardconstructionof a pseudo-differential
ator with a given symbol,but carryingalong the parameterspace Y. The
crucial pointis this: the constructedfamilyPy is continuousbecause
-

a
ax

i)
fly(X
(I

.

I
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is continuous in y. In fact Pa, is the transformation

U1---

I

X ei<Xle>

K,,(x,d) u'(d)dd

whereK,(x, d) = #(p)Pj(x, d) and qi is Co-on RI, equal to 0 when I I ?< 1/2,
and equal to 1 when Id I > 1.
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